Introducing OTT’s WhizzieKit
virtual optical networking system

WhizzieKit is a unique
training aid, developed
specifically by OTT, for use
on our optical networking
training programmes
It is a very useful and fun training aid
which brings the full catalogue of
WhizzieKit items to life and helps to bring
out key learning points of the courses.
WhizzieKit is integrated throughout the
optical networking courses as part of ‘the
story‘ and is also used intensively for the
final assignment case study.

The use of OTT's virtual optical
networking system from WhizzieKit
helps to provide a visual
representation of an optical
networking system, without the
logistics issues and time-consuming
and unnecessary distractions that
come from using real optical
networking kit!
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The trainer will use relevant elements of WhizzieKit
to hand around during the course when you discuss
specific types of components. Delegates also use
WhizzieKit, typically working together in pairs or
teams, for the final assignment.
We have found that delegates generally quickly
forget that WhizzieKit is a not a real system once
they are deep in discussions and debate during the
assignment.
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Shelves
WhizzieKit is usually packed into
boxes to simulate an optical
networking shelf of cards.
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On the CONA course we use the X-series WhizzieKit
WhizzieKit has a full catalogue, just like you might get from a real optical network system provider, with a wide range
of products. The catalogue has part numbers, detailed descriptions and performance specifications for all the shelves,
cards, modules and components. However the extent of the information is limited so that it is easier for trainees to get
to grips with during the course and so that we can easily bring out specific learning points. The catalogue is included
on the trainee resources, along with an introductory presentation from Sean Power, the Sales Manager of WhizzieKit.
A price list for X-series is also available on the resources, configured ready to generate a bill of materials for the CONA
assignment.
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Access to a PC
is required on
the course
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WhizzieKit usually arrives in a shipping crate
If the trainer is not able to drive to your location, then WhizzieKit may be shipped
direct to your site for use on your course.
Your trainer may request assistance from you when they arrange for the return
of the crate. Someone may need to print return labels locally and attach them
and take the crate to a despatch area. WhizzieKit can be bulky but it is not heavy.
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Trainees enjoy using WhizzieKit
and always say they find it very useful
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